Clean up in aisle 5.

Sown watered tended fertilized organically grown harvested butchered beheaded plucked skinned de-boned filleted shucked chopped peeled sliced diced minced pureed refined ground rolled pickled concentrated homogenized pasteurized enriched fortified partially hydrogenated artificially colored artificially flavored processed canned frozen preserved dried chilled bagged boxed bottled hermetically sealed sprayed shined ornamented decorated labeled showcased marketed advertised purchased consumed

Follow the rules and you'll be okay. Dirt isn't appetizing and apples should be glossy. Fruit always stays fresh inside our store. Don't forget the fluorescent lighting. It's the key to an appealing produce display. Food magically appears on the shelves. From where? I don't know. There's no such thing as an empty shelf. No more Fruity Pebbles? That's crazy talk. Cheetos will always be there. In super jumbo value bags, in handy snack packets, in extra cheesy and low-fat. Right?

September 1998 was a big month for him. The new store opened up. Now, there are endless comparisons to the old store (now closed). Tri-Town would have had that. If you ever want to see your neighbors or your friend's mom, go there. Time or day doesn't matter. He doesn't have the new system down perfectly just yet, but I still have to run to keep up. I always thought dads did the shopping. I didn't know that was women's work.